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A number of inequalities concerning the set structure of balanced incomplete 
block designs are unified, and strengthened in the case of t designs with t > 4. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of inequalities and results concerning block designs have been 
established by the “method of moments”, that is, by exploiting the well- 
known equations (3). We present a theory which includes these inequalities, 
as well as extensions of them to stronger results for t designs. (Our 
discussion does not cover Connor’s inequalities [ 11, which have been 
extented to t designs in a separate paper [ 151, or Delsarte’s inequalities [2] 
on the “distribution vector” of a design.) 
Results which have been proved for block designs with parameters 
(0, b, r, k, A) with u > k via Eqs. (3) include Fisher’s original proof [3] of the 
inequality b > 0, and of b > z, + r - 1 for resolvable designs. Also, Mann’s 
result [8] that b > 12~ in case the design has an n-fold repeated block. 
Raghavarao [lo] has established the upper bound 
k(b - n)/(r - n + n(v - k)) (1) 
for the cardinality of the intersection of n blocks. Jacroix [6] gives an upper 
bound for the number of blocks containing exactly v of a given set of m 
points. Majindar [7] has given the upper bound 
b - 1 - k(r - l)*/(r - k -A + k/i) (2) 
for the number of blocks disjoint from a given block, and this was 
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generalized by Shah [ 131 who produced an upper bound for the number of 
blocks meeting a given block inexactly v points. 
A t design (or generalized Steiner system) S,(t, k, v) is an incidence 
structure with u points, such that each block is incident with exactly k 
points, and in which any t points are simultaneously incident with exactly A 
blocks. Here t < k < u, A > 1. It is well known that a t design is also an s 
design for s < t; more precisely, the number of blocks which contain (or are 
incident with all of) a given s points is b, = n(~:~)/(::~). A block design with 
parameters (u, b, r, k, L) is an S,(2, k, u), where b = b,, r = 6,. We shall 
continue to write b, rather than b,, to denote the total number of blocks. 
Let M be an m-element subset of the points of an S,(t, k, v). Enumerate 
the blocks A,, AZ ,..., A, and let p’i = [A i n MI. For each a < t, the number of 
ordered pairs (E, A), where E is an a subset of the set M, A is a block, and 
EGA, can be counted in two ways to yield 
i, (:)= (Z)b,, a = 0, l,...) t. (3) 
Equations (3) have been derived and applied by Mendelsohn [9] and 
others. In [4], Ho and Mendelsohn derive inequalities for t designs (with, 
perhaps, repeated blocks) which improve on a result b > (t - l)(u - t + 2) of 
Raghavarao [ll, p. 1151, but it can be shown that their inequalities are 
always weaker than at least one of the results (cf. [5]) 
of applying Mann’s inequality to the 2 designs derived from an S,(t, k, u) 
with an n fold repeated block, or from its complementary design, by 
considering those blocks containing t - 2 points together with the remaining 
points. 
Suppose that P~,P~,...,K, are known for an m-subset M of a t design and 
let s = [t/2]. Our main result, Theorem 3 will then produce an inequality 
which holds with equality if and only if there are at most s distinct values 
among the remaining intersection cardinalities c(,, + I ,..., pu,. 
2. ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE INTERSECTION VECTORS 
Let the integers ,~i ,..., pb be defined as above and consider the vectors 
u,= ((“a’), (;) ,..., (;)), a = 0, 1) 2 )... . (4) 
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Let U, be the subspace of b-dimensional Euclidean space Rb spanned by 
uo, Ul,..., u,. Evidently, US is the set of all vectors Gf@J,f(u2),...,f(.ub)), 
where f is a polynomial of degree < s. 
Remark. Since (E)( 5) is a polynomial in p of degree a + /3 and can be 
written as a linear combination of (t ), (: ),..., (n:o), it is clear from Eqs. (3) 
that for a +/I < t, the inner products (up, ug) are determined as functions of 
a,/& m, and the parameters A, t, k, v of the design. 
Lemma 1 provides an orthogonal basis po, p, ,..., pS for 17, in the case 
s < +t. 
LEMMA 1. Let M be a set of m points of an S,(t, k, v) with blocks 
A,,A 2,..., A,. Define vectors u, as in (4), where pi = IAi n MI and for a = 
0, 1, 2 ,..., let 
p, = t (-l)“-’ ,=. (51~)(~_:)(“r-“)14)-l”j. C5) 
Then, 
(p,,po)=O for a+P<t, a+B, 
for 2a < t. (7) 
Proox Our demonstration is somewhat tedious. We remark that for 
block designs (t = 2) we only require (po, p,) and (pi, pi), and these 
calculations are straightforward using Eqs. (3). 
It is well known that for i + j < C, the number of blocks of an S,(t, k, v) 
which contain i given points but none of a set ofj other points is a constant 
e, which, by counting triples (E, F, A), where IEl = i, IFI = j. E n F = 0, A 
is a block, EEA, and FnA = 0, is seen to be equal to b(‘;L:j)/( i). 
We shall require the combinatorial identity 
s-1+x-y ( S 1 =$owq;)( ;I;) (8) 
which follows from the familiar (y;“) = Cizo (-1)’ (;)(::j) with the aid of 
(Q’) = (-1)s y-1 ). The simple relation 
(t)(y)= (:)(t-:) 
will also prove useful. 
(9) 
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We introduce vectors 
K v-k-m+,uu, v-k-m+p, w, = 3 a = 0, 1) 2 )... . a a 1) 
Since the coordinates of w, are degree a polynomials in ,ui, it is clear that 
w,,, w1 ,..., w, span the subspace U, = span{u,, u ,,..., Q}. (In fact, 
“, = 2 (-q-’ 
v-k-m-l+a-i 
wi, 
i=O a-i 
(10) 
by the identity (8).) Thus, to show that p, and p. are orthogonal for a < p, 
a +/I < t, it will suffice to show that w, and p. are orthogonal for a < /3, 
a +/?S t. We have 
(w,, u,>= c b yi v--k;m+Pi). 
( I( i=l .I 
This is the number of ordered triples (E, F,A), where [El = j, IFI = a, A is a 
block, E G A n M, F n (A u M) = 0, which, when counted by first choosing 
E and F @EM, FnM=a) is seen to be equal to 
as long as a + j < t. Then, for /I > j, 
and finally, 
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whenever (r +/I < t. But by (8), 
so (w,, po) = 0 for 0 < a < /3 (this proves (6)), while 
(%Po)=b (;)(“,“)(;:y)/( ;) 
=b (;)(“,“)(;)(“;k)/(J(u;~). (11) 
When u, is written as a linear combination of wO, w, ,..., w,, the coef- 
ficient of w, is 1 (see (10)); hence, when p. is written as a linear 
combination of We,..., wq, the coefficient of wq is ( l+g-O). Then, 
(PLVPo)= (‘+;-“) (W,,P~) 
and this together with (11) completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
We define polynomials 
p,(x)= F (-l)“-’ ids (~F)(-J(“y)( ;)-I( 5) (12) 
so that 
(13) 
The first few polynomials are 
PO(X) = 19 pl(x) = ux - mk, 
P*(x)= (y’)(;) -+(k-l)(m-l)(v-1)x+(;)(;). 
Remarks. The polynomials in (12) form an example of a finite sequence 
of orthogonal polynomials (see Szego [ 141) when suitably normalized. Note 
that our proof shows that for vectors I+, , u1 ,..., arising from the trivial design 
consisting of all k-subsets of a v-set (where b = ( fl)), Eqs. (6) and (7) hold 
for all a and p which, say, do not exceed min{k, m, u - k, v - m}. Certain 
results on orthogonal polynomials, for example the identity (cf. [14, p. 421) 
s P,(X) P,(V) 
zo (P,, PJ = cs 
P,+dX)P,(Y) - PAX)P,+dY) 
(P, 9 PAX - v) ’ 
(14) 
582a/34/3-5 
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where in our case c, = (s + 1)’ (1 + v - s)/(u - 2s)(l + u - 2s), may be 
useful or otherwise relevant. 
We note that 
From identities (8) and (9) it follows that 
P,(k)= (;)(“;“)? P,(m)= (;)(“;“). (16) 
Relations (17)-(20) will be referred to in the sequel and may be verified by a 
tedious induction on s or otherwise (e.g., (19) follows from (15) and (14)). 
Let 
;1 P&)P,(X) 
alo (P,, PJ 
= (;)b-l(y( y+-l,~-i (“7”) 
(17) 
(18) 
x (k---;i)(y:ii)(s)’ (5) 
f P&)P&> 
,%3 (P, 7 PJ 
= (~)~-l(~)-‘jU;m)l~~(-l)~-‘( “i”) 
x (y)(v)(;)-’ (;), 
“7 P,(O)P,(X) 
emo (p,,p,) = (~)~-l(“T”)‘(“,“)‘~~~(-‘,i(“,‘) 
x (“;‘;i)(m;‘-i)(;)-’ (“J. (19) 
s P,(O)P,W) 
zl (P, 9 P,> 
=(--1)s (;)(“r’)ib (“5”). (20) 
3. FIRST CONSEQUENCE OF LEMMA 1 
As in the preceding sections, pi denotes the cardinality of Ai n M, where 
A ,,..., A, are the blocks of an S,(t, k, 0). The distribution of the pcII)s is 
completely determined when m < t or m > v  - t; also when k > v - 1, since, 
in this case, the design is trivial, i.e., the blocks consist of all k-subsets each 
repeated bgupk times. 
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THEOREM 1. Given an m-element subset M of an S,(t, k, v) with t > 2s, 
v > k + s, and where s < m < v - s, there are at least s + 1 distinct integers 
among ,4,r(lz9..., fib- 
ProoJ: If there were at most s distinct $s, we could find a polynomial 
f(4=p,C4 +a,-,~,-,(4 + -.a +a,&> +aopo(4y 
such that&J = 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., b. Equivalently, 
0 = ps + as-Ips-, + ... + alp, + a,p,. 
This means that ps belongs to US-, as well as being orthogonal to all vectors 
in Us-,; that is, pS = 0. But IIpJ2 # 0 by Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that an S,(t, k, v) with v > k + s and t > 2s has n 
blocks A , ,.,., A,, which meet the m set M (s < m < v - s) in exactly v points 
(Le., ,u, =p2 = ..e =p,, = v). Then, 
Onat ((I)- (a~I))(~a(vN2/(~)(~)(v~k)(v~m)~ t21) 
Equality holds if and only if there are only s distinct integers among 
P ,,+, ,...,,ub ; and in this case, these integers are the roots of the polynomial 
Proof. Let e = (1, l,..., 1, O,..., 0) be the vector of length b with l’s in the 
first n positions. Write e = e’ + e”, where e’ E US and e” is orthogonal to 
U,. Making use of the orthogonal basis po,..., pS, we have 
e, = + (e9 PJ 
Eo (P, > P, > p, ’ 
(23) 
and 
(24) 
But (e, p,) is just rip,(v) (see (13)) and from Eq. (7), inequality (24) is 
equivalent to the one stated in our theorem. 
Equality will hold if and only if e E U,, which is the case if and only if 
e = df@i),..., fbb)) for some polynomial f(x) of degree Q s, that is, f(v) = 1 
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and&) = 0 for i = n + l,..., b. Such a polynomial exists if and only if there 
are only s distinct elements in {P,+~,..., ,LQ,} (there are at least s other than u 
by Theorem 1). 
If equality holds, then e = e’; so from (23) we have 
Comparing the ith coordinate for i > n yields 
and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
By taking, in Theorem 2, v to be k, m, and 0, respectively, we obtain the 
following three corollaries (relations (17~( 19) have been used to give 
alternate expressions for g,(x)): 
COROLLARY 1. If n blocks A, ,..., A,, are contained in the m set M, then 
If equality holds, each ,LQ (n < i < b) is a root of the polynomial 
COROLLARY 2. If n blocks A 1 ,..., A,, all contain the m set M, then 
If equality holds, each ,U~ (n < i Q b) is a root of the polynomial 
,&-1)‘-i (“T”)(m;‘;i)(Y)(;)-l (;). 
COROLLARY 3. If n blocks Al,..., A,, are disjoint from the m set M, then 
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If equality holds, each p, (n < i < b) is a root of the polynomial 
$y (v;s)(k;y )(“;Jyi)(s)’ (“i’). 
Alternately, Corollaries 2 and 3 follow by applying Corollary 1 to the 
complement of M in the original or complementary design, respectively. The 
special case m = k of either Corollary 1 or 2 is 
COROLLARY 4. If an S,(t, k, v) with t > 2s and v > k + s has an n-fold 
repeated block, i.e., A, = A 2 = . . . = A,, , then 
ban ‘. 
0 s 
The important special case n = 1 or Corollary 4 was first proved by Ray- 
Chaudhuri and the author [12]. Another proof of Corollary 4 appears in 
[ 141. The case s = 1 of Corollary 2 implies Raghavarao’s bound (1) and the 
case s = 1 of Theorem 2 coincides with the bound of Jacroix [6]. 
4. THE GENERAL RESULT 
Throughout this section, M is a set of n points of an S,(t, k, v). We 
assume s < m < v - s and k < v - s, where s is some integer < (t/2). 
THEOREM 3. Let v ,, v 2,..., v, be distinct integers and suppose that (at 
least) n, blocks meet M in exactly Vi points, i = 1, 2,..., 1. Then, 
0 < det(bD-’ -P), (25) 
where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries n,, n2,..., n, and P is 
the 1 x 1 matrix whose (i, j) entry is 
and where the polynomials p,(x) are defined as in (12). Equality holds in 
(25) if and only v there are at most s distinct values among the cardinalities 
pt = IAi nM[ for the remaining b - (n, + . -. + n,) blocks A i. In the case of 
equality in (29, each such ,uu, is a root of the polynomial 
whenever c = (c 1 ,..., ct) satisfies c(bD - ’ - P) = 0. 
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ProoJ: We begin with the following observations: Let e,, e2,..., e, be 
linearly independent vectors in Euclidean space R* and e;, e;,..., e; their 
respective orthogonal projections onto a subspace U. Let E be the 1 x b 
matrix whose rows are e i ,..., e, and F the E x b matrix with rows e; ,..., e;. 
We claim that det(EET - FFT) > 0 with equality if and only if the span of 
e, ,..., e, meets U nontrivially. To see this, let (I = (a ,,..., a,) and note that 
a(EET - FFT) aT = llell* - lle’11* = Ile - ,‘[I2 > 0, (26) 
where e=a,e, + . . . +a,e, and e’=u,e; + ... +u,e; is the orthogonal 
projection of e onto U. This shows that EET - FFT is positive semidefinite 
and hence has a nonnegative determinant. If EET - FFT is singular, then for 
some nonzero a = (a i ,..., a,), e = e’, i.e., e E U, and conversely. 
We apply these observations to the case when U = Us and e, ,..., e, are 
(0, 1) vectors, namely, ej is to have l’s in those nj coordinates i 
corresponding to blocks Ai which meet A4 in vi points (i.e., where pi = vi). 
The Gram matrix EET, then is just the diagonal matrix D. Using the 
orthogonal basis pO,..., p,, we have 
: (ej3 P,> ’ njP,(vj) 
ej = a&o (p,, p,) pa = &ii?0 (P, 9 PJ pCX (27) 
as the Gram matrix FFT has (i, j) entry 
’ ninjPa(vOPa(vj> (ef,ej)= 1 
a=0 (P,9P,> . 
The matrix bD-’ -P of the statement of our theorem is equal to 
bD- ‘(EE’ - FFT) D - ’ and so the inequality (25) is established. 
Equality will hold iff some vector of the form df@l),f(j&..V f&)), 
where f(x) is a nonzero polynomial of degree at most s, is a linear 
combination of e, ,..., e,, * and this will be the case if and only if f(x) has 
among its roots all pi = JA, n MI for blocks other than the n, + .a. + n, 
whose intersections with M were assumed to be known. 
Suppose c(bD-’ -P) = 0. This implies that cD(EET - FFT)(~D)T = 0, so 
from (26) and (27), 
For A, one of the “other” b - (n, + ..e + nr) blocks, coordinate i of the left- 
hand side of the above equation is 0, and on the extreme right-hand side is 
h,(x). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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Theorem 2 is just the case I= 1 of Theorem 3. Corollary5 is the case 
I = 2, v, = k, v2 = 0. (Equation (20) has been used to simplify the final 
statement.) 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose there are n blocks contained in M and n’ 
blocks disjoint from M. Let 
and 
be the lower bounds for b from Corollaries 2 and 3. Then, 
(b - no)(b - n’z) > nn’ 
(:)* (“5 l )‘/(“s”)‘. 
Taking M to be a block and n = 1, we have Corollary 6 which reduces to 
Majindar’s bound (2) in the case s = 1. An example of equality in the case 
s = 2 occurs when Corollary 6 is applied to the Steiner system S,(5,8,24). 
COROLLARY 6. The number n’ of blocks disjoint from a given block 
satisfies 
n’ (C)’ (“7 )‘/(“5”)‘+ (b-(i)) 
xa,$ ((I )- (a:1))(1; )2/(Unk)*)+-(:)j* 
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